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Picking at Scabs
Robert Gordon

Picking at Scabs is a body of work that examines the impact of my father’s alcoholism. The installation of this
work is site-specific and centers on photographic prints, both new and appropriated and found objects. The
pedestal holds an artist book entitled Five-lined Skink, which directly confronts the images of the family album
through sequencing and annotation.

Installation views
Picking at Scabs
William Harris Gallery, 2017

Five-lined Skink is a 9.25” by 10.25” book of annotated family album photographs dealing with my father’s
alocholism. The book is presented as part of Picking at Scabs on pedemstal in front of the installation. Within
the book short narrative writing, researched fact and vinyl numbers call attention to patterns of alcoholism. The
cover of the book is made from Coor’s Light beer cans and painted to obscure the branding.
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Abstract

Picking at Scabs
B.A. Biology, Lafayette College, Easton, PA, 2010
M.F.A. Imaging Arts, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY, May, 2017
Picking at Scabs is a body of photographic work that engages with the fragile and unreliable nature of memory.
The book and installation address, with differing levels of narrative clarity, my adolescent struggles with my
father’s alcoholism. In an accompanying book, Five-lined Skink, photographs from the family album are
curated and annotated to reclaim the structure and narrative of the photographic record and act as a visual and
thematic counterpoint.
The autobiographical work uses recent photographs, images from my personal archive, and photographs from
the family album to create an emotional space described by writing. Photographs range from unsettling images
of a burned out house and a capsized boat to unkempt yards and idyllic images Niagara Falls. Artifacts such
as immunization records and my father’s grade school photographs are used to connect the image to a tangible
past. Short narrative writings, presented on the wall and book, recount memories at odds with the images to call
attention to the disparity between the collective family narrative and my own memory.
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Picking at Scabs is a body of photographic work that centers on the subjective and unreliable nature of
memory. The work is presented as both a site-specific installation and a handmade 9.25” by 10.25” book, titled
Five-lined Skink, which functions as a visual counterpoint and guide to the work. The book and installation
address, with differing levels of narrative clarity, my father’s alcoholism, and the disparity between the
collective memories of my family and my own experiences growing up.
The project, from its inception, has been an attempt to process painful memories in a productive way.
The anger, sadness, and shame my family feels due to my father’s alcoholism have grown and solidified to the
point where we bristle at the mere mention of the past. We change the subject with a wave of the hand and my
mother provides the excuse “he was a good father when you were little” as if what transpired was inevitable and
excusable. In this body of work, I have mined my own family archive in order to challenge the visual narrative
of my life. Working with the family album is a way of revisiting and investigating the past, the life reflected in
an image and the life hidden from view. The albums, curated by mother, reflect one perspective and keep from
view the family’s secrets.
Family photographs are both the subject of and raw material for this project. In her book Family
Frames, Marianne Hirsch writes that “Family albums include those images on which family members can
agree and which tell a shared story. Pictures that diverge from the communal narrative tend to be discarded as
bad or unrepresentative.”1 Beyond the conformity of snapshots to an idealized narrative, untold hundreds of
prints and negatives were disposed of when my parents’ house was foreclosed on, a result of a lack of financial
support from my father, a direct result of his alcoholism. The loss of those images stifles any alternative family
narratives, leaving only what has been enshrined in the family album, by my mother. The family albums
stop when my brother and I were in middle school and have not been revised since long before my parent’s
1 Marianne Hirsch, Family frames: photography, narrative, and postmemory (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press), 2012.

separation and ultimate divorce. My mother views this photographic record as evidence that things were good,
that we were happy. Our lives, with an alcoholic parent, are hidden from view and memory.
Pictures of family gatherings—birthdays, first days of school, and little league games—constitute a
woefully incomplete and unexamined record that does not reflect my own memories pertaining to that period of
my life. My family abandoned photographing and creating albums before the demise of the family unit could be
evidenced. My mother, as the compiler of the albums, stripped away more accurate family photographs in favor
of images which supported a “memorialized and nostalgic” history.2 This trend of women “immortalizing the
high points of family life” traces its roots to Victorian times.3
Looking at the family albums for the first time in years was a solemn experience. The images captured
moments I could not remember, and happy faces I could not relate to. I felt a great sense of loss and alienation
because I did not recognize myself or the emotions on the photographed faces. The photographs conveyed
memories of a place, Virginia Beach or a Children’s Museum, but did not connect me to the emotions I felt at
that time. Despite her curatorial efforts, a few sparse images that hint at the familial and personal strife of my
adolescence were discovered. For example, there is one image of myself at the peak of my eating disorder. This
image was never put in an album, and only by some miracle did it survive in a stack of old prints at the bottom
of a box. This image was taken by my brother who, while playing with the family camera, made a picture of me
by accident. I am lying left to right with my head against the back of the red Bridgewater sofa that sat in front
of the stone hearth in my grandparent’s house. My shoulders are angular, tenting the fabric across my chest.
My face is thin and stretched like the upholstery of the sofa. I am reading an issue of Parade magazine, most
likely the “Ask Marilyn” column. The text on the magazine cover ironically reads, “You Have To Work For
Happiness.” At this point in my life I had asked my parents for support in finding psychiatric help, but to no
avail, what I got instead was a threat to gain weight or lose an opportunity to travel to Spain. There is no smile
2 Deborah Chambers, Representing the family (London: SAGE, 2001), 77.
3 Ibid.

or eye contact to breathe life into this image, and no happiness present to feed my mother’s denial.
Citing Brassaï in his introduction to Proust in the Power of Photography, Lisa Hostetler writes “one’s
perception of a particular photograph is not constant; therefore, its meaning is never secure.” 4 Fifteen years
ago, I might have looked at these photographs fondly and maybe even smiled. Now, recollections of unseen
cruelty and alcoholism taint my perception and emotional response to the photographs. The recalled memories
not visible in the photographs are then presented as part of this work to offer alternate interpretations for future
viewers, for as Annette Kuhn remarks, “There can be no last word about […] any photograph.”5
In the exhibition Picking at Scabs the images presented on the wall, are an examination of memories
from my childhood through a selection of photographs taken from our family’s personal archive and the
addition of a personal narrative. The images selected for this work include reproductions of novelty postcards,
outtakes tucked behind better versions of themselves in album pockets and photographs taken while in graduate
school. In one family album, an image of my mom, my brother and I overlooking Manhattan and the Twin
Towers circa 1993 was found. The three of us look back at the camera with trees to our left and the skyline
in the background. The partially opened lens cover created large black forms that obscure everything except
a diagonal strip of the photograph running from bottom left to top right. My father took this picture. At the
time this photograph was taken it merely recorded a family trip to New York City with a malfunctioning
camera. Now, in the wake of the attacks on the Twin Towers, we conflate the collapse of the towers with the
metaphorical collapse of the family, and the black forms encroaching on the image threaten to swallow it
entirely. The interpretation of this original snapshot has been distorted by the events of September 11th, 2001,
just as the other images in this work are distorted first by memory, and again by writing.
In this photographic installation, images are presented at a variety of scales in shifting spatial
4 Lisa Hostetler and William T. Green, A Matter of Memory: Photography as Object in the Digital Age (Rochester, NY: George Eastman Museum, 2016), 13.
5 Annette Kuhn, Family Secrets: Acts of Memory and Imagination (New York: Verso, 2002), 19.

relationships. The images, the largest being 12”x16”, the smallest the size of a baseball card, are arranged in
an eye-level band that tapers at both ends. Images range in scale to mimic the imperfect, fragmentary nature
of memory. Some memories and images can be fully visualized, like the burnt out house which is a stand in
for a turkey fryer accident at my neighbor’s house. Other memories are just fragments, like the small image of
classic cars in front of a wooden roller coaster suggesting a story about an amusement park from my childhood.
I remember riding a wooden roller coaster at Knoebel’s Amusement Park as a kid, but I couldn’t say what it
looked like. As the audience moves through the installations there are several images that can be indirectly
associated with that story: a sign for snow cones, a water park slide, and a piece of roller coaster track erupting
from behind fences and a wall of manicured shrubs.
On the wall, and in the book, I work in an associative and intuitive process. For example, an image of a
crack in the ground is placed close to another image with a similarly shaped shadow, creating a line that passes
through these images. In this work, associations are not just made through visual similarities but also between
the stories found on the wall. Narrative text is hand-written in black on the back of 3.5” x 5” photographic prints
from the family album, succinctly recounting memories of alcohol and violence.
A similar method of association is utilized in the sequencing of the book Five-lined Skink. The unaltered
images from the family album are sequenced to reveal a childhood where my father’s alcoholism is a part
of every aspect of our family life. Handwritten annotations alongside the images illustrate the negotiation of
our relationship to my father’s alcoholism. Throughout the book, the numbering of beer cans, and alcoholrelated coincidences form the backbone of the sequence which deals explicitly with the themes introduced by
revisiting images of the family album. The book also describes a lineage of alcoholism going back to my father,
reinforcing my role as a perpetrator, and offering hope in the form of my own efforts to break the cycle. The
book’s title references the Five-lined Skink, a lizard common to the Eastern United States which engages in
autotomy, an antipredatory behavior that involves casting off of a part of the body (e.g. the tail) when under
threat. In the context of this work, autotomy is a metaphor for the emotional and practical separation of my

father from the family, and in turn, me from my family.
In Five-lined Skink, family photographs are reproduced in book form as a means of evoking the
materiality and temporality of the source album. Elizabeth Edwards writes, “the album constructs a narrative
of history […] through the physical action of holding the object and turning the pages.”6 In reordering and
annotating these images, I am creating a new album that guides the meaning of the images and depicts a more
realistic and transparent accounting of the past. Interacting with the book mirrors the experience of navigating
the photo album. In both, the viewer is free to draw their own connections between events and participants; they
can create a narrative by looking at faces and glances and imagine personalities by comparing photographs. The
viewer is able to hold the heavy cotton paper in their hands as they turn the pages, connecting them intimately
to the images in front of them. While their experience is guided by annotations and labeling, the intent of the
album is never made explicit.
The book’s cover is made from Coor’s Light beer cans, one of the brands of beer my father drank. The
cans are painted with metallic silver paint to reference the materiality of the aluminum cans and obscure their
branding. As the paint wears and scratches through use, the branding will become more evident, metaphorically
revealing the alcohol hiding in plain sight. The weight of the book, with its thick pages and metal covers, is
reflective of the weight and materiality of early family albums which, in turn, mimicked the ornate bindings of
family Bibles and medieval devotional books; the weight of the book parallels the weight of the visual meaning
within the book.7
In Five-lined Skink, I invite viewers to look beyond the surface of images that, by virtue of their silence,
conceal. Annotating the image is a means of certifying the meaning of ambiguous images, such as a photograph
taken by my mother of my brother, me and my father in a hotel bathtub during a vacation to Virginia Beach.
6 Elizabeth Edwards, ‘Photographs as Objects of Memory,’ in Material Memories, Edited by Marius Kwint,
Christopher Breward, and Jeremy Aynsley (Oxford: Berg, 1999), 230.
7 Ibid., 229.

My younger brother and I, no more than three and five years of age pose for the camera on the left of the image
partially submerged in the bubbles that coat the surface of the tub. My father sits lengthwise in the tub looking
blankly towards the sides of our heads, his eyes seem red, and his face is slack. The absence of expression,
even a smile from my father, is conspicuous, particularly when my brother and I seem to be posing attentively.
To draw back the veil of harmony and reject the familial hegemony surrounding these photographs, I annotate
the image with text, drawing attention to the reaction of my father, bringing family secrets into the light.8
My father’s stare, like Roland Barthes’ punctum, affects me in a way that most viewers would not notice.
His expression is the same expression that I would come to recognize across the dinner table. Beneath the
photograph I write, “There is only one picture like this in my family album. We could have taken more, but I
guess my father always had that drunk stare.” This photograph is notable in its failure to represent. One might
expect the photographer, my mother, to capture a photograph of all of the subjects smiling and looking at the
camera. As Catherine Zuromskis points out in her book Snapshot Photography: The Lives of Images, it is the
convention of “snapshot photography to depict family harmony regardless of whether or not that harmony is
an accurate representation of family relations at the moment that image is made.”9 The failure to depict this
harmony points to unseen issues that I illustrate with text. Walking the line between indictment and reflection,
the viewer, with their experiences and prejudices, are left to formulate the ultimate interpretation of the work.
Within the work, the narrative also functions to create tension, situating the narrator as both victim and
perpetrator. As a victim, I have faced the consequences of my father’s drinking. The work presents me, my
mom, and my brother as relatively sympathetic figures, unwitting victims of my father’s drinking. My role
as a perpetrator, whether it be drinking to excess, cheating on women, misdemeanor offenses, or knocking
by brother’s teeth out, are only glimpsed by the viewer. This serves to highlight potential causality while not
allowing it to diminish my acts. The goal of this installation is to place the viewer between the dichotomy of
8 Hirsch, Family frames, 107.
9 Catherine Zuromskis, Snapshot Photography: The Lives of Images, (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2013), 31.

victim and perpetrator, observing the impact of actions over a span of time.
Picking at Scabs invites the viewer to question the visual record of the family album and points to
the subjective and unreliable nature of memory. Throughout the work, textual evidence for more sinister
interpretations mounts creating a growing tension between what is seen, what is experienced, and what is
remembered. Picking at Scabs recontextualizing the family album to more accurately reflect the ongoing
emotional fallout from my father’s alcoholism and creates a framework for examining memory and the family
album by deconstructing the prevailing family narrative.
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